For those who need and want the very best, Gen-Pro® generators give you all that you need. Heavy duty generator with quality features.

**Features and Benefits**

- **Exclusive only with Gen-Pro® Generators**

- **Exclusive Gen-Pro® Design** allows only 0.5% harmonic distortion of the power sine-wave, harmful, harmonic distortion over 10% may do serious damage to your plugged-in electric loads.

- **Exclusive Power-Assist®** design allows 27% more copper wire and electrical grade steel than leading competition gen-sets. This gives you huge, extra starting power for hard starting electric loads.

- **Heavy Duty Ignition** gives you “Life-Time” warranty from failure of the most common replaced part on other generator sets.

- **Exclusive Automatic Load Balance Eliminates** load shifting and excessive vibration due to unbalanced electric loads.

- **Magnetic** circuit breakers automatically protect your genset from overload and “short circuit” electric loads.

- **Built-In 2 Wheel Dolly** reduces fuel, is all you will need for your home or commercial job.

- **Separate Spin-On Oil Filter** eliminates the need to constantly de-carbon engines. Elimsinate this need for LPG or natural gas fuel.

- **Cobalt Exhaust Valve and Seat** adds major additional service life hours (Wagner and Kohler).

- **BUILT-IN 2-WHEEL DOLLY** with pneumatic 10 tires easily transports of larger than 5 kw generator sets.

- **SP SERIES: 16 THRU 150 kW GENERATORS DESIGNED FOR LPG OR NATURAL GAS FUEL**

- **SP SERIES: 10 TO 125 kW GENERATORS DESIGNED FOR DIESEL FUEL**

- **Top Quality Engines are Used:** General Motors (GM) SIGNED FOR LPG OR NATURAL GAS FUEL.

- **S.A.E. HORSEPOWER RATINGS MEET S.A.E. J1349 TEST CODES. REDUCE 3.5% FOR EACH 1000 FEET, O.F (5.65°C) RISE, ABOVE 77°F (25°C). GENERATOR SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. THE PURCHASER AND/OR USER ASSUMES LIABILITY OF ANY MODIFICATIONS AND/OR ALTERATIONS MADE ON THIS PRODUCT FOR HIS INTENDED USE, AND ASSUME LIABILITY THEREIN. CONSULT OWNER’S GUIDE FOR PROPER OPERATION.**

- **Pictured above: 125 KW with GM engine, heavy duty full skid base, all solid-state generator controller with LED display, and super-silent housing.**

- **THE STORY IS ON --- THE POWER IS GONE --- BUT YOU'RE STILL ON --- WITH YOUR OWN EMERGENCY POWER SYSTEM.**

- **GIVE IT A TRY TODAY!**

- **Gen/Sent/Eng Contoller with LED display, and Heavy Duty Full Skid Base, All Solid State Generator Controller with LED Display, and Super-Silent Housing.**
GEN-PRO® PRODUCES ELECTRIC POWER SO CLEAN THAT IT HAS ONLY AN AVERAGE 6% OF THESE HARMFUL HARMONIC DISTORTIONS.

THIS FEATURE ALONE, MAKES GEN-PRO® UNIQUE, APART FROM OTHER BRUSHLESS PORTABLE GENERATORS. THEY ARE POWERED BY THE VERY BEST OF LONG LIFE, HEAVY DUTY, QUIET TYPE HONDA OVER-HEAD VALVE ENGINES, CONNECTED TO THE "COMMAND" INLET BOX AND LONGER SERVICE LIFE THAN GASOLINE ENGINES.

WHY IS GEN-PRO® UNIQUE AND DIFFERENT FROM THE REST?

ALL OF OUR GENERATORS USE ONLY OVERHEAD VALVE ENGINES THAT HAVE ONLY AN AVERAGE 6% OF THESE HARMFUL HARMONIC DISTORTIONS. THE GASOLINE ENGINE HAS BEEN ANOTHER SOURCE OF HARMFUL HARMONIC DISTORTIONS. APART FROM OTHER BRUSHLESS PORTABLE GENERATORS, THE CARBURETORS AND EXHAUST MUFFLERS HAVE ORGANICALLY REDUCED ENGINE EXHAUST POLLUTIONS. A QUIET, VIBRATION FREE OPERATION IS COMMON PLACE WITH THESE 2 CYLINDER HEAVY DUTY HONDA ENGINES. A TRULY KLEEN-POWER GENERATOR SET TO USE IN VIRTUALLY ANY APPLICATION.

GPN-30H, 3000 WATTS WITH HONDA 5.5 HP GPN-40H, 4000 WATTS WITH HONDA 6.5 HP GPN-50H, 5000 WATTS WITH HONDA 9 HP GPN-50EH, 5000 WATTS WITH HONDA ELECT. 9 HP GPN-60EH, 5000 WATTS WITH HONDA 13 HP GPN-75EH, 7500 WATTS WITH HONDA ELECT. 13 HP GPN-75H, 7500 WATTS WITH HONDA 13 HP GPN-100H, 10000 WATTS WITH HONDA 18 HP

LIGHTWEIGHT, COMPACT, AND HEAVY DUTY WILL BEST DESCRIBE THESE PORTABLE GENERATORS. THEY ARE POWERED BY THE VERY BEST OF LONG LIFE, HEAVY DUTY, QUIET TYPE HONDA OVER-HEAD VALVE ENGINES. PLENTY OF ELECTRICAL POWER IS AVAILABLE IN THIS SMALL PACKAGE & THE POPULAR, EXTENDED RUN FUEL TANK ALLOWS UP TO 12 HOURS CONTINUOUS RUNNING APPLICATIONS.

RUGGED, RELIABLE HONDA ENGINES KEEP OUR PROMISE TO USE ONLY THE VERY BEST HEAVY DUTY ENGINES & COMPONENTS IN ALL GEN-PRO® GENERATORS. THE PORTABLE GENERATOR IS A TRULY KLEEN-POWER GENERATOR SET TO USE IN VIRTUALLY ANY APPLICATION AS A TRUE COLD START UP CAPABLE SYSTEM. A QUIET, VIBRATION FREE OPERATION IS COMMON PLACE WITH THESE 2 CYLINDER HEAVY DUTY HONDA ENGINES. A TRULY KLEEN-POWER GENERATOR SET TO USE IN VIRTUALLY ANY APPLICATION.

THESE HEAVY DUTY GENERATOR FEATURES ARE PACKED INTO EVERY GEN-PRO® AND ARE NOT EQUIVALENT OR AVAILABLE IN ANY OTHER GENERATOR. OUR UNIQUE AND EXCLUSIVE NEW WINDING DESIGN, KLEEN-POWER™ AND KOHLER “COMMAND” 1-VOLT ELECTRIC START GASOLINE ENGINES, CONNECTED TO THE GEN-PRO BRUSHLESS GENERATOR. A QUIET, VIBRATION FREE OPERATION IS COMMON PLACE WITH THESE 2 CYLINDER HEAVY DUTY HONDA ENGINES. A TRULY KLEEN-POWER GENERATOR SET TO USE IN VIRTUALLY ANY APPLICATION.

A FANTASTIC SUCCESS STORY IS THE BEST DESCRIPTION.

THE VANGUARD, HONDA, AND KOHLER “COMMAND” 1-VOLT ELECTRIC START GASOLINE ENGINE, CONNECTED TO THE GEN-PRO BRUSHLESS GENERATOR. A QUIET, VIBRATION FREE OPERATION IS COMMON PLACE WITH THESE 2 CYLINDER HEAVY DUTY HONDA ENGINES. A TRULY KLEEN-POWER GENERATOR SET TO USE IN VIRTUALLY ANY APPLICATION.

GPN-60, 9990 WATTS WITH VANGUARD 16 HP GPN-100H, 10000 WATTS WITH VANGUARD 18 HP GPN-125H, 12500 WATTS WITH HONDA 18 HP GPN-150EC, 15000 WATTS WITH KOHLER 25 HP

THE STANDARD BUILT-IN WHEEL DOLLY ALLOWS EASY HANDLING AND THE 8 GALLON FUEL TANK INSURES LONG, CONTINUOUS OPERATION.

THE GLADIATOR HOME GENERATOR SYSTEM ALLOWS YOU TO USE YOUR PORTABLE GENERATOR AS A STAND-ALONE HOME GENERATOR SYSTEM OR IN ANY TYPE OF VOLTAGE SENSITIVE, MICROPROCESSOR BASED EQUIPMENT, SUCH AS COMPUTERS, AMPLIFIERS, BURGLAR ALARMS, SECURITY SYSTEMS, GARAGE DOOR OPENERS, OR EVEN HOME AND COMMERCIAL HEATING SYSTEMS WITH ELECTRONIC IGNITATION, ALL WITHOUT FEAR OF DAMAGE.